Zeolites are microporous aluminosilicate/silicate crystalline materials with three-dimensional tetrahedral configuration. In this study, the degree of crystallinity of the synthesized Linde Type A (LTA) zeolite, which is the main indicator of its quality/purity is tried to be modeled. Effect of crystallization time, temperature, molar ratio of the synthesis gel on the relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites is investigated using artificial neural networks. Our experimental observations and some data collected from literature have been used for adjusting the parameters of the proposed model and evaluating its performance. It has been observed that two-layer perceptron network with eight hidden neurons is the most accurate approach for the considered task. The designed model predicts the experimental datasets with a mean square error of 3.99 × 10 −6 , absolute average relative deviation of 8.69 %, and regression coefficient of 0.9596. The proposed model can decrease the required time and number of experiments to evaluate the extent of crystallinity of the LTA zeolites.
Introduction
Zeolites play an important role as catalyst [1] [2] [3] , ion exchanger [4] , membrane [5] , gas separation [6] , and photo-catalytic degradation of materials [7] . These crystalline materials may be produced naturally or synthesized in laboratory [8] [9] [10] [11] . In order to synthesize a specific type of zeolite, appropriate ingredients should be used, their ratio in the reaction mixture should be accurately adjusted, and special attention should be given to the temperature and crystallization time [12] .
Chemically controlled particulate properties of zeolites [13] , kinetics of zeolite crystallization [14] , effect of thermal and hydrothermal treatment [15] , influence of anions on the kinetics of zeolite crystallization [16] , growth mechanism [17] , and heating methods [18, 19] are the most popular aspects of zeolites which have extensively been investigated by different researchers. In spite of a large amount of experimental studies on zeolites, they have not been effectively investigated from * E-mail: behzad.vaferi@gmail.com the theoretical point of view, and mathematical simulations of their behavior have not been fully developed.
Large number of experimental data on synthesis of the Linde Type A (LTA) zeolite [10, 12, [20] [21] [22] [23] , and importance of simulation of its theoretical behavior motivated us to study this route from different points of view. Therefore, a focus of the present research is concentrated on designing an intelligent tool to study the effect of the most influential synthesis parameters on the relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites.
Experimental analyses confirm that the degree of relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites depends mainly on the concentration of components in reaction mixture, operating parameters, and synthesis method [13, [24] [25] [26] . Initial silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ), aluminum oxide (Al 2 O 3 ), sodium oxide (Na 2 O) and water content in the reaction mixture, crystallization time, aging time, stirring speed, temperature, and heating method are the parameters which have a substantial influence on the degree of relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites [13, [24] [25] [26] .
Although it is possible to take into account all of the above mentioned parameters, attention of the present study has been concentrated on a development of a straightforward, simple and practical model for the considered task. Therefore, only those key variables that have strong influence on the degree of crystallinity of the LTA zeolite have been chosen as the independent variables. The molar ratio of the ingredients in the synthesis mixture (SiO 2 :Al 2 O 3 , Na 2 O:SiO 2 , H 2 O:Na 2 O), crystallization time, and temperature were used as independent variables for estimating the extent of crystallinity of the LTA zeolites. It should be mentioned that in order to decrease the number of independent variables, instead of using concentration of synthesized ingredients, their molar ratios were employed. Our experimental observations as well as experimental data reported by six different groups of researchers [10, 12, [20] [21] [22] [23] have been utilized for designing the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) model for simulating the degree of crystallinity of LTA zeolites.
In the subsequent sections, a brief description of the ANN approach, its different types, and procedure of finding its optimal topology are presented. Various ANN types have been designed, their predictive accuracies have been compared using some statistical indices, and the best one has been selected.
Mathematical model

Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are developed by mathematical simulation of behavior of the human neural system [27] [28] [29] [30] . Excellent performance of the ANN approaches in tracking behavior of various scientific problems, combined with their simplicity and flexibility have led to high popularity of these intelligent and non-linear methods in the recent years [31] [32] [33] . These methodologies often have at least two layers composing a number of processing nodes, namely neurons. The neurons of each layer may interconnect to the neurons of the previous or subsequent layer(s) with respect to the type of ANN model. Various types of mathematical models can be employed as a practical tool for pattern recognition [33] , function estimation [34, 35] , fault detection [36] and also be a powerful technique for optimization of various processes [37] .
It should be mentioned that training of these smart artificial networks must be done by an appropriate learning method. By training the ANN model, it is possible to relate dependent and independent variables of the most nonlinear multivariable systems with arbitrary complexity [27] [28] [29] [30] . Back propagation, cascade correlation, and conjugate gradient are the most popular learning algorithms [38] .
Different types of artificial neural networks 2.2.1. Feed-forward ANN models
The ANN models may be classified by the way that the neurons of each layer are connected to the neurons of previous or/and subsequent layers. Feed-forward and recurrent networks are two different types of the ANN models [39, 40] . The feedforward topologies including multi-layer perceptron (MLP), radial basis function (RBF), generalized regression (GR), and cascade-forward backpropagation (CFB) neural networks are among the most widely used types of ANN models for handling the regression problem [30, 33, 41, 42] . In spite of neurons of the CFB network that are connected to the neurons of all of the subsequent layers, neurons of the MLP, RBF and GR networks are only connected to the neurons of the subsequent layer [30, 33, 41, 42] . Since the MLP network often shows better performance in modeling and predicting behavior of various phenomena, it has been studied in more detail in this section.
As Fig. 1 illustrates, the MLP network is composed of input, hidden and one output layer. Independent variables enter the hidden layer. This layer performs some mathematical manipulations on the received information and then transfers it to the output layer [40] . The neuron(s) of the output layer present values of the dependent variables. The output value from each artificial neuron can be computed using equation 1:
shows that the output of a given neuron can be calculated by: (1) algebraic addition of bias coefficients b j to the multiplication of entered information x r and its particular weight coefficients w jr , and (2) passing the value of stage one through a special function, namely transfer function f. Equation 2 and equation 3 which represent the hyperbolic tangent and logarithmic sigmoid respectively, are the most commonly used transfer functions.
Continuity, nonlinearity and differentiability of these transfer functions are the main characteristics that allow the ANN model to relate independent and dependent variables of a considered phenomenon [37, 38] .
Recurrent ANN models
Elman [39] and Hopfield [43] are the most wellknown types of the recurrent networks. The Elman network is a two-layer MLP network in which the neurons of the first layer have both forward and backward connections [39] . All of the neurons of the Hopfield network are completely interconnected, and therefore this ANN type has the maximum number of connections among the networks with equal number of neurons [43] .
Optimum structure of ANN model
Determining the optimum number of hidden layers, and number of neurons, in each hidden layer there are two important steps for designing the ANN-based approaches.
Optimum number of hidden layers
It has been scientifically confirmed that the MLP network with a single hidden layer having a non-linear transfer function can accurately simulate the behavior of majority of multivariable processes [44] [45] [46] . Therefore, in the present research the MLP network with only one hidden layer is also employed for estimating the amount of crystallinity of the LTA zeolites.
Optimum number of hidden neurons
An ideal number of hidden neurons is not known at all, and often determined by trial and error process [29, 30] . Large numbers of hidden neuron suffer from an over-fitting, and often need high computation efforts, while small numbers of hidden neuron are unable to relate dependent to independent variables with an acceptable accuracy [33] [34] [35] .
Network growing and network pruning are two effective strategies for evaluation an optimum number of hidden neurons [47] . Network pruning commences with a large number of hidden units, and tries to remove the extra neurons during the training stage, while the network growing strategy starts with a small network and increases the number of hidden neurons until a desired accuracy is achieved [48] . Since the majority of learning effort of pruning algorithms are allocated to the networks which are bigger than necessary, the network growing strategy often presents more efficient performance.
In summary, it can be said that a MLP network with random structure (number of hidden layers as well as hidden neurons) often encounters severe difficulties in modeling and simulating the behavior of considered processes.
Results and discussion
Design of an ANN model
Based on the previous explanations, only some easily measured variables, i.e. molar ratio of the SiO 2 :Al 2 O 3 , Na 2 O:SiO 2 and H 2 O:Na 2 O in the reaction mixture, temperature and crystallization time are considered as independent variables for estimation an extent of relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites by the different ANN approaches.
The schematic of the developed MLP model for prediction the relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites is shown in Fig. 1 . As Fig. 1 shows, our developed MLP network is composed of an input layer, an output layer and one hidden layer. The number of neurons in the input layer is equal to the number of independent variables, i.e. 5 neurons, while the number of output neurons should be equal to the numbers of dependent variable to be detected (i.e. relative crystallinity). Therefore, the network's input and output consist of a five-and one-element vector, respectively. Each layer is interconnected to the subsequent layer and the strength of these connections is determined by their associated parameters, i.e. weights. The weights and biases can be adjusted by training the network using the standard back propagation algorithm. Our previous findings [29, 30, [33] [34] [35] 40] justified that designing the MLP model from normalized data is easier than working on the original data. Therefore, in the present study all the variables have been mapped between [0 1] intervals. As it can be seen from Fig. 1 , in the present study the log-sigmoid is utilized as the transfer function in the input as well as output layers.
Experimental
At the first stage of our study, 128 experimental measurements for the degree of relative crystallinity of LTA zeolites have been collected by either doing experiments or from the literature [10, 12, [20] [21] [22] [23] 
Determining an optimum configuration of MLP approach
The experimental data have been randomly divided into training and testing groups. Training subset is employed for adjusting unknown parameters of ANN approach (weights and biases). Thereafter, the predictive capability of the trained ANN model is examined and validated by testing the dataset. Various ANN types such as RBF, MLP, CFB and GR neural networks are checked and the best one is determined through comparison of their predictive accuracies.
Although predictive performance of larger ANN for the training dataset is better than the small ones, the former often encounters severe difficulty for prediction of the testing subset. Therefore, an optimum size of the ANN approach (number of hidden neurons) is the smallest network than can present an acceptable accuracy for estimation of both the training and testing subsets. The predictive accuracy of ANN model can be numerically determined by some statistical error indices, such as mean square error (MSE), absolute average relative deviation percent (AARD %), and regression coefficient R 2 . These statistical error indices can be mathematically expressed by equation 4 through equation 6, respectively. At the first step, an optimum number of hidden neurons of the MLP model is determined, and then its predictive accuracy is benchmarked using those experimental data which are not used through the training step. The same procedure is employed for evaluating an optimal topology of the other considered ANN models, i.e. RBF, GR and CFB approaches. Table 2 presents values of the MSE, AARD % and R 2 of different MLP networks differing by the number of hidden neurons for training, testing as well as overall dataset (training + testing). It should be mentioned that the only difference among these MLP networks is the number of their hidden neurons.
The reported values of the error indices in Table 2 clearly confirm that the MLP network with eight hidden neurons (the bold row) which estimates all the experimental data with an excellent accuracy (MSE and AARD % of 3.99 × 10 −6 and 8.69 %, respectively) is an optimum topology. The optimal MLP model shows the R 2 value Prediction of degree of crystallinity for the LTA zeolite using artificial neural networks In order to simplify the comparison among prediction capabilities of various MLP networks (with different numbers of hidden neurons), their AARD % over the training and testing categories is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
It can be simply understood from Fig. 2 that, by increasing the number of hidden neurons of the MLP network, the value of AARD % continuously decreases for training dataset. But the AARD % of estimation for the testing dataset decreases until eight hidden neurons, and thereafter no improvement in AARD % is obtained for the testing group. Therefore, employing more than eight hidden neurons over-fits the MLP network over training dataset, and fails in prediction of the testing dataset. Consequently, the two-layer network with eight hidden neurons is chosen as an optimal topology for the prediction of degree of relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites. Variation of the mean square error for the best MLP network versus epoch during its training process is depicted in Fig. 3 . The y-axis of this figure represents the values of observed MSE between the optimal real target and MLP prediction, whereas the x-axis illustrates an epoch. The epoch refers to the number of times that the training dataset is fed to the MLP model for adjusting its parameters.
The MLP outputs of the first epoch calculated through performing some mathematical processes on the raw independent variables are based on the procedure described in section 2.2.1. Since the initial values of the weight and bias are randomly generated, therefore some deviations (large extent of MSE) are often observed between MLP outputs and the real targets at the first epoch. The observed error can be employed for updating the weights and biases during the training process. These updated weights and biases are used in the second epoch. Training process continues until the MSE converges to its predetermined values.
By increasing the number of epochs, the weights and biases of the MLP model converge to their optimal values and hence, the observed MSE between MLP prediction and real target decreases. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the observed MSE value between observed and calculated values by the MLP network converges to the acceptable values of 3.9 × 10 −6 after 1500 epochs and its learning process seems to be successful.
Comparison of the predictive accuracy of various ANN models
In this section, the predictive accuracy of the MLP network has been compared with the other ANN types, i.e. RBF, GR and CFB. The results of comparison analysis between the performances of the developed MLP network for prediction of relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites with the other ANN approaches are presented in Table 3 . In order to base the comparison on a fair basis, eight neurons have been put in the hidden layer of all the considered ANN types (RBF, GR and CFB neural network).
These comparison studies have been accomplished based on the AARD %, MSE and R 2 . It can be simply understood that a network with the smallest AARD % and MSE, and R 2 closer to unity should be selected as the best model for the considered task. The MLP, GR, RBF and CFB neural networks show the AARD % of 8.69 %, 29.73 %, 35.72 % and 10.89 % for estimation all the experimental relative crystallinity, respectively. It is obvious that the RBF model presents the minimum error (AARD = 1.03 %) for the training dataset while the highest error for training dataset (AARD = 12.55 %) is introduced by the GR network. Comparison of the performance efficiencies of the four different ANN types clears that the MLP network (the bold row) is the best approach for estimating the values of relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites.
While the two-layer MLP network with eight hidden neurons introduces the best capability for estimation and simulation of relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolites, it can be considered as the optimal neural network method. data) is shown by the dashed 45°line. The small deviation from the 45°line in Fig. 4 , shows that the predicted training and testing subsets have been correctly mapped on their associated experimental values.
Prediction accuracy of the optimal MLP model over experimental data
The optimal MLP approach presents R 2 = 0.9605 between the predictions and experimental relative crystallinity data of the training dataset. The proposed model has predicted the experimental relative crystallinity data of the training subset with AARD % and MSE of 8.23%, 3.89 × 10 −6 , respectively. It should be noted that the optimal MLP network introduces MSE = 5.87 × 10 −6 , AARD % = 8.71 and R 2 = 0.9490 for estimation of the testing subset. Fig. 5 indicates graphical presentation of the AARD % values which have been introduced by the optimal MLP approach for estimation our data as well as reported experimental datasets by other groups of researchers [10, 12, 20, 23] . It can be clearly seen from this figure that the proposed MLP model encounters some difficulties (relatively large AARD %) in prediction the behavior of the reported data by Murat et al. [22] and Park et al. [23] and presents the AARD % of 10.2 % and 12.2 % for these two datasets, respectively. Excluding these two datasets, the developed MLP approach shows remarkable predictive accuracy in modeling other available experimental data and estimates all of them with overall AARD % lower than 3 %. 3.5.1. Investigation of the effect of crystallization time on the relative crystallinity Fig. 6 illustrates the variation of degree of relative crystallinity for the LTA zeolite as a function of crystallization time. The experimental values of crystallinity for the LTA zeolite in this figure are either our experimental data or other researcher results [10, 12, 20, 23] . It can be concluded that increasing the crystallization time can increase the extent of relative crystallinity for the LTA zeolites. In order to ease the comparison between experimental data of crystallinity for the LTA zeolite and calculated values by the best MLP network, the results of MLP network are also presented in Fig. 6 . It can be clearly concluded that the proposed MLP model can correctly track the increasing pattern of crystallinity for the LTA zeolite with time as well as estimate all the individual experimental data. 3.5.2. Variation of the extent of relative crystallinity by temperature Fig. 7 depicts variation of relative crystallinity for the LTA zeolites as a function of operating temperature [12, 23] . It can be simply understood from Fig. 7 , that increasing the temperature can result in increasing the extent of relative crystallinity for the LTA zeolites. The relative crystallinity values predicted by the optimal MLP methodology, which are also presented in Fig. 7 , confirm the excellent agreement between MLP predictions and experimental data points. It can be clearly observed that the designed MLP approach can correctly follow the rising trend as well as estimate all the individual experimental data. 3.5.3. Effect of H 2 O:Na 2 O molar ratio on the degree of relative crystallinity
In Fig. 8 , experimental values of relative crystallinity of the LTA zeolite which have been obtained by our own experiments or reported by other researchers [12, 21] , as well as their associated predictions which have been simulated by the optimal MLP network, are plotted as a function of the molar ratio of H 2 O:Na 2 O. The ratio of SiO 2 :Al 2 O 3 has a slight influence on the degree of crystallinity of the LTA zeolite. In general, it was one of the most decisive parameters but because of the present focus on LTA preparation it was already biased towards its formation. However, some researchers have observed that the degree of crystallinity increases for lower SiO 2 :Al 2 O 3 molar ratios reaching maximum value for SiO 2 :Al 2 O 3 ≈ 1 [49] . Moreover, Burriesci et al. [49] have reported that by increasing the molar ratio of Na 2 O:SiO 2 , different types of zeolites including LTA, sodalite, phillipsite and faujasite may be produced.
Conclusions
In the present study, an automatic intelligent methodology based on artificial neural network is designed for mathematical simulation of the extent of relative crystallinity for LTA zeolites. Some easily measured variables, i.e. molar ratios of the SiO 2 :Al 2 O 3 , Na 2 O:SiO 2 and H 2 O:Na 2 O in the reaction mixture, temperature and crystallization time are employed as independent variables for the considered task. Iterative constructive method combined with statistical error analyses reveal that the two-layer perceptron network (strictly feed-forward structure) with eight hidden neurons is the best approach for simulation the degree of crystallinity for the LTA zeolite. Performance of the best developed MLP approach has been benchmarked by both our experimental data, and some reported experimental data from other researchers. The results of the developed MLP network confirm that it is capable to predict the degree of relative crystallinity for the LTA zeolites with an excellent accuracy (MSE = 3.99 × 10 −6 , AARD % = 8.69 and R 2 = 0.9596). Excellent performance of the designed MLP network in prediction of the experimental data confirms that this approach can be effectively employed for accurate estimation of relative crystallinity for LTA zeolites.
